We provide a concrete description of some factor rings of the polynomial ring k [X], k a field, as fields of matrices, namely of the factor rings k[X]/(X n − X − 1) for which n is such that the polynomial X n − X − 1 is irreducible in k [X]. These factor rings include the Galois fields GF(p n ) for which X n − X − 1 is irreducible in Z p [X]. Both MAGMA and MAPLE show that there are many such fields. © 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Although matrix representations of some fields can be found in the literature, in fact in many introductory textbooks on fields, it is the purpose of this sequel to exhibit a concrete and easily explicable description of a rather large class of fields, including some Galois fields. Moreover, the particular description holds for all the fields under discussion.
For preliminaries on ring constructions, like quotient rings and various versions of matrix rings, see, for example [2] , which is one of the more modern books dealing with these topics.
It is well known that if f (X) is an irreducible polynomial of degree n in the polynomial ring k [X] , k any field, and α is a root of f (X) = 0, then k[X]/(f (X)) is a field and the elements of k[X]/(f (X)) can be written as
is an n-dimensional vector space over k, with B := {1, α, . . . , α n−1 } as a basis. Note that if k is the prime field Z p , then
For any ring R with identity the ring L(R) := {λ r : r ∈ R} of left multiplication maps λ r , with λ r (s) := rs, s ∈ R, is isomorphic to R. In particular,
and
Let k be any field, and consider any n 2 such that
and so
. . , n − 1, denote the matrix of λ α i with respect to the basis B (for k[X]/(X n − X − 1) as a vector space over k), and let the n rows and n columns of [λ α i ] B be indexed by 1, α, . . . , α n−1 . Let I n denote the n × n identity matrix, and let E α k ,α denote the standard matrix unit with 1 in indexed position (α k , α ), 0 k, n − 1. If no entry in a position in the matrices below means 0, then it follows from (2) that 
Theorem. If k is a field and n is such that the polynomial X n − X − 1 is irreducible in k[X], then the field k[X]/(X n − X − 1) is isomorphic to the matrix subfield of the matrix ring M n (k) comprising the matrices
a 2 a 1 a 1 a n−1 + a 0 a n−2 + a n−1 · · · a 2 + a 3 a 1 + a 2 a 2 a 1 a n−1 + a 0 a n−2 + a n−1
. . a 1 a n−1 + a 0 a n−2 + a n−1 a n−1 a n−2
..,a n−1 .
, it follows that GF(16) is isomorphic to the matrix subfield
Note that if A denotes the companion matrix of the polynomial f (X)
Since it is well known in linear algebra (see [1] or [3] ) that f (A) = 0, i.e., A plays the role of a root of f (X) = 0, it follows that if X n − X − 1 is irreducible in k[X], then the polynomials in A over k of degree less than n yield a representation of the elements of k[X]/(X n − X − 1).
However, the arguments in this sequel provide an alternative way, which uses much less heavy machinery, of obtaining the above theorem.
Moreover, f (X) is both the minimal polynomial and the characteristic polynomial of A, and so the polynomials in A over k of degree less than n, i.e., precisely the matrices M a 0 ,a 1 ,...,a n−1 in the above theorem, compose the centralizer
Of course, one can consider any irreducible polynomial of degree n in k[X] in order to obtain a result analogous to the above theorem. However, it is the purpose of this paper to highlight the fact that the powers of the matrix [λ α ] B in (3), obtained by using the particular polynomial X n − X − 1 in k [X] , are very easy to write down because of the pattern (see (4) Both MAGMA and MAPLE show (see also, for example, [5] ) that the following are precisely all the n's, with 2 n 25,000, such that X n − X − 1 is irreducible in Z p [X] , with p = 2, 3: The values of n, for p = 2 listed above, satisfy no known "magic" pattern, as verified by the extremely helpful database at superseeker@research.att.com.
All the other prime p's that we have tested, using MAGMA as well as MAPLE, yield values of n such that X n − X − 1 is irreducible in Z p [X] . However, both MAGMA and MAPLE tend to get very slow for large values of n.
field (for which n is such that X n − X − 1 is irreducible in k[X]), and not only for Z p [X]/(X n − X − 1), p a prime (for which X n − X − 1 is irreducible in Z p [X]).
As far as the second author is concerned, this material is based upon work sup- 
